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Carbon nano additives (CNAs) are critical to achieving the unique properties of functionalized composites,
however, controlling the dispersion of CNAs in material matrix is always a challenging task. In this study, a simple
atomization approach was successfully developed to promote the dispersion efficiency of graphene nanoplatelets
(GNPs) in cement composites. This atomization approach can be integrated with the direct, indirect and combined
ultrasonic stirrings in a homemade automatic stirring-atomization device. Mechanical and microstructure tests
were performed on hardened cement pastes blended with GNPs in different stirring and mixing approaches.
Results show that the direct ultrasonic stirrings enabled more homogeneous dispersions of GNP particles with a
smaller size for a longer duration. The atomized droplets with the mean size of ~100 μm largely mitigated GNPs’
agglomerations. Monolayer GNPs were observed in the cement matrix with the strength gain by up to 54%, and
the total porosity decrease by 21% in 0.3 wt% GNPs dosage. The greatly enhanced dispersion efficiency of GNPs
in cement also raised the cement hydration. This work provides an effective and manpower saving technique
toward dispersing CNAs in engineering materials with great industrialization prospects.
1. Introduction

Embedding carbon nano additives (CNAs) into material matrix is an
effective approach to developing novel composites with excellent per-
formances, such as long durability, high strength, and enhanced elec-
trical properties [1,2]. Graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs), an important
family number of CNAs, possess various extraordinary properties, e.g.,
low density, high toughness strength and flexibility, and excellent elec-
trical conductivity [3–5], and have been extensively employed to develop
functional materials [6–9]. As to cementitious materials (CMs), the most
used manmade construction materials worldwide [10,11], the addition
of appropriate dosages of GNPs into cement matrix can have significant
impacts on the micro-structure, mechanical properties and durability of
CMs [12,13]. Literature survey indicates that CMs with GNPs demon-
strated compressive strength promotions by about 8-38% [14–19].
However, the difficulties and diversities in dispersion of GNPs would
greatly limit the applications of GNPs in engineering practices [20].
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Therefore, developing an efficient and robust dispersion method is ur-
gently needed before the large-scale applications of GNPs in the con-
struction industry.

Due to the high specific surface area (SSA) and surface energy of
GNPs, the attraction of GNP particles can easily lead to agglomerations
[21,22], which may act as the defects in the matrix and consequently
decrease the engineering properties of CMs [23,24]. The formation of
GNP agglomerations mainly includes two main mechanisms: (1)
face-to-face interactions, where some functional groups such as hydroxyl
and epoxy groups adsorbed on the surface of GNPs can form hydrogen
bonds with divalent cations between GNP layers; and (2) edge-to-edge
interactions, where carboxylic acid groups at the edge of GNPs bridge
the surrounding GNP sheets through complexation reaction [25,26]. To
reduce the physical and chemical interactions between GNPs, chemical
dispersants, such as polycarboxylate (PCE) superplasticizer [27,28],
naphthalenesulfonate (NS) superplasticizer [29], Gum Arabic [30,31],
sodium dodecyl sulfate [32,33] and polyether amine [34], have been
hao).
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developed. For example, the most widely used PCE dispersant enables
negative charges on CNAs, thereby generating electrostatic repulsion and
promoting dispersion [35]. An experimental study [36] suggested that
melamine may possess the higher dispersion efficiency and stabilization
on the exfoliated GNPs suspension than other dispersants.

Meanwhile, for most studies, physical (or mechanical) dispersion
methods including electromagnetic stirrings and ultrasonic stirrings
[37–39] are often used in combination with chemical dispersants to-
wards better dispersion of GNPs and other CNAs. Through transmitting
and generating pressure waves in aqueous that lead to the formation and
collapse of microscopic bubbles (cavitation), ultrasonic stirring can break
up the agglomerations of nano particles [40]. Key parameters of ultra-
sonic dispersion include frequency, power input, duration, type of ul-
trasound and temperature [41]. It has shown that dispersion uniformity
and stability are proportional to sonication time within 2 h [41–43].
However, a long-time stirring of bath ultrasonic may lead to an unfa-
vorable increase in temperature of the suspension [44]. Compared with
ultrasonic bath, direct ultrasonic (DU) stirrings with ultrasonic probe
showed a higher dispersion efficiency [45].

While the dispersion of GNP suspensions has attracted great atten-
tion, the subsequent mixing, however, has been relatively less investi-
gated. For CMs with GNPs and other nanomaterials, several mixing
methods have been developed [46–49]. Generally, the well-dispersed
GNP suspensions are added to the dry-mixed cement powder, then an
ordinary mechanical mixing scheme is performed to obtain cement
slurries [50]. In some cases, all the dry materials (including the GNPs and
cement) are first mixed, then water and superplasticizer are added to the
dry-mixed materials followed by the mechanical mixing. To enhance the
homogeneity of nanoparticles in cement slurries, some further mixing
methods, such as, high-speed shear mixer [51,52], addition of carrier
(e.g., silica fume), and ball milling approach [53,54], have been
developed.

Even so, it is still difficult to achieve a sufficient and uniform mixing
system of cement slurries containing GNPs as well as other nano-
materials. Furthermore, GNPs may further agglomerate together with
cement hydration. When GNPs are exposed to a high pH environment
(such as cement solution), the hydrophilicity of GNPs decreases due to
the reduction of some functional groups [55], which may enhance the
agglomerations of GNPs. It is worth noting that the aggregated GNPs in
alkaline cement paste could not be completely avoided because of the
appearance of rich calcium cations. At present, the sprayable engineered
method has been widely used in preparing cement composites, especially
in repair materials, green environmental protection materials and plastic
materials [56–58]. Hartono et al. [59] investigated the effectiveness of
dry and spray pulverized method on cement-stabilized clay shale and
sandstone and the spray-pulverized process generated specimens with
more toughness than the dry pulverized method. Li et al. [60] compared
different nano-silica (NS) treatment methods, namely pre-spraying and
pre-mixing, and proved that the specimens prepared by the pre-spraying
method showing superior performance could be ascribed to the better
enhanced interfacial transition zone.

Note that, due to the large specific surface areas, CNAs remains still
easy to agglomerate and the spraying methods still cannot avoid the
agglomerations [61,62]. However, if the sprayable liquid can be sepa-
rated to extremely fine droplets, dispersion would be further enhanced.
Atomization can be used to break up a liquid into small droplets with the
size between 10 μm and 1000 μm [63]. Inspired by those findings, we
propose that a better dispersion may be achieved by a simply atomizing
technique. Furthermore, there is almost no integrated method that can
efficiently and robustly disperse nanomaterials in CMs and other engi-
neering materials. Here, we seek to develop an atomization mixing
scheme integrated with ultrasonic stirrings to avoid the mutual contact of
adjacent GNP sheets in the matrix of CMs. This work is organized as
follows: first, the materials and experimental methods are present; later,
the dispersion efficiencies of GNPs in water and cement solution with the
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indirect, direct and combined ultrasonic stirrings (named IU, DU and
IDU, respectively) are compared; after that, the mechanical properties,
microstructure, and chemical characteristics of hardened cement pastes
(HCPs) prepared with different stirring and mixing methods are inves-
tigated; finally, the main conclusions of this work are summarized.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

GNP powder (purity>99.5%) was purchased from XFNANOMaterials
Co., Ltd (Nanjing, China). Melamine was used as the chemical dispersant
(MELMENT@F10, BASF Co., Ltd. Germany) according to our previous
work [36]. A Portland cement P⋅I (identical to ASTM type I) was used as
the only binder for preparing the HCP samples (more information of
GNPs and cement used in this study can be found in the supporting in-
formation, Tables S1 and S2 and Fig. S1).
2.2. Experimental procedures

2.2.1. Preparation of GNP suspensions
To prepare a stably dispersed GNP suspension, the precisely weighed

Melamine dispersant was first dissolved in water in a beaker by hand
stirrings to achieve the complete dissolution of the dispersant, then GNPs
were put into the beaker carefully. After that, the GNP suspensions
experienced three different stirring methods: IU, DU and IDU. For IU,
bottles filled with GNP suspensions were put in the ultrasonic vibrating
pot (Jiekang PS-20, 120W) filled with water, while for DU, the tip
ultrasonictor (Jiekang CE-9600, 70W) was directly put in GNP suspen-
sions (Fig. 1). The stirring duration of 2 h was used for both IU and DU,
while for IDU, the GNP suspensions experienced both IU and DU for 1 h.

Noted that although GNPs can be dispersed in water, they immedi-
ately agglomerate together in alkaline cement pore solution (CPS), since
the large number of divalent ions, such as Ca2þ, can cross-link the single
layer of GNP into multi-layers and turn them to much larger dimensions
[37,38]. To understand the possible influences of CPS, two different
suspensions were prepared: distilled water and cement solution. There-
fore, the sample ID of this work was designed as dispersion methods þ
liquid media. For example, D0 and DC, respectively, represent the GNP
suspensions dispersed in water (tail symbol of 0) and cement pore solu-
tion (tail symbol of C) with direct ultrasonic stirring. The mixing pro-
portions are presented in Table 1.

2.2.2. Mix design and specimen preparation
To achieve a better mixing of the GNP suspensions and cement, an

atomization mixing method was introduced. A nano-atomizer was fixed
on the ultrasonic device to develop a home-made integrated stirring-
atomization device (Fig. 1). Through this device, GNP suspensions can
be automatically atomized into cement. The water-to-cement (w/c) ratio
for all mixes was 0.35. Specimens were designed and labeled as mixing
method þ dispersion method (Table 2). For example, D-I indicates direct
mixing þ indirect ultrasonic stirring. The mixing proportions (six levels
of GNPs contents, namely, 0, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5% and 1% by cement
weight) for all cement pastes are presented in Table 3. The dosages of
dispersant are consistent with that of GNPs.

The cement pastes were prepared as follows. First, the readily pre-
pared GNP suspensions were mixed with cement powder for 5 min. Two
traditional mixing methods and the proposed hybrid ultrasonic stirring
and atomization mixing approach were used to prepare the cement
slurries with GNPs (Fig. 1). The fresh cement pastes were immediately
poured into cubic molds with the dimensions of 20 � 20�20 mm3 and
vibrated for 2 min. After 24 h, the cement paste cubes were demolded
and cured in a chamber with standard curing conditions (temperature of
20 � 2 �C and relative humidity >95%) for 27 d.



Fig. 1. Preparations of cement slurries with GNPs by the DU, IU and hybrid ultrasonic stirring and atomization mixing strategy.

Table 1
Sample ID of GNP suspensions with different stirrings.

Sample Stirring Water
(g)

Dispersant
(g)

GNPs
(g)

Cement
(g)

I0 IU(2h) 100 1 1 0
ID0 IDU (IU for 1h þ

DU for 1h)
D0 DU(2h)
IC IU(2h) 4
IDC IDU (IU for 1h þ

DU for 1h)
DC DU(2h)

Table 2
Mixing and stirring methods used in this work.

Sample Mixing method Stirring

D-I Direct mixing IU(2h)
D-ID IDU (IU for 1h þ DU for 1h)
D-D DU(2h)
A-I Atomization mixing IU(2h)
A-ID IDU (IU for 1h þ DU for 1h)
A-D DU(2h)

Table 3
Mix proportions of the cementitious composites.

GNP content (wt
%)

GNPs
(g)

Dispersant
(g)

w/c Cement
(g)

Water
(g)

0 0 0 0.35 300 105
0.05 0.15 0.15
0.1 0.3 0.3
0.3 0.9 0.9
0.5 1.5 1.5
1.0 3.0 3.0
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2.3. Test methods

2.3.1. Particle size analysis
A laser particle size analyzer (Couler LS13320, America) and an op-

tical microscope (CX40 M Shunyu, Ningbo, China) were used to measure
3

the GNP particle size. The refractive index for the laser particle size
analyzer was 1.333. For visual rating, 50 ml of each GNP suspension after
three ultrasonic stirring schemes were placed in tubes to examine the
possible sedimentation by the eyes per hour. After 4 h, the upper, middle
and lower GNP suspensions were removed on slide glasses with rubber
droppers, and massive microscopic pictures were acquired by the optical
microscope at different magnifications [64]. For microscopic imaging
analysis, particle size distribution (PSD) was quantitatively analyzed by
the software of Image Pro Plus 6.0. The Gaussian blur threshold was
employed to identify the GNP clusters. Thereafter, the average particle
size of each selected area was calculated.

2.3.2. UV-visible tests
UV-Vis analysis was carried out to determine the absorbance of

different suspensions. The GNP suspensions were first diluted 50 times
and the distilled water was used to preset the zero absorbance of the
reference medium before tests. A UV-Vis spectroscopy (UV-2600, Shi-
madzu, Guangzhou, China) was operated at 190 to 900 nm range. To
measure the absorbance of the suspensions with the elapsed time after
the completion of ultrasonic dispersion, only the incident light with the
wavelength of 600 nm was chosen, the absorbance of each suspension
was measured every 5 min at 600 nm, and lasted for 20 min.

2.3.3. Mechanical strength
Compression tests were carried out via a 250 kN Instron hydraulic

testing machine (Type 8802, Instron, USA). After curing for 27 d under
standard curing conditions, six groups of the HCP specimens with GNPs
of 2� 2� 2 cm3 prepared by different dispersion methods were tested to
evaluate the best stirring and mixing protocol. Under the optimal
dispersion, the six groups of GNPs contents by cement weight in Table 3
were also used to test the effect of GNP concentration on compressive
strength after a standard curing. A force control mode was applied to
raise forces at the speed of 35 kN/min until the load dropped by 50%.

2.3.4. Scanning electron microscopy
Samples for SEM tests were prepared from the crushed segments after

compression tests. A FEI Quanta FEG 650 ESEM with the accelerating
voltage of 20 keV and spot size of 4.0 was applied to characterize the
micro morphology of the HCP samples. All the segments were cut into
small pieces without surface polishing to keep the original morphology.
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After oven-drying, a plasma spraying process was used to coat a gold film
on each sample. Then the samples were placed in a vacuum environment
to observe the surface.

2.3.5. X-ray computed tomography
A device of XTH 255/320 LC (NIKON, Japan) equipped with a high-

resolution detector (2000 � 2000 pixels) was used to perform X-ray
scans. Small cubes in the dimensions of 10� 10� 20 mm3 acquired from
the large GNP-modified cement composites were prepared for the XCT
test. To improve the XCT testing efficiency, 3 samples were stacked up as
one large sample for X-ray scans. After the samples were fixed on the
sample frame, it rotated at a speed of 12�/min for X-ray penetration. The
X-ray beam was generated at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV and a
beam current of 80 μA. A Cu film with a thickness of 0.25 mm was
attached to the X-ray emission tube to filter out the low-energy X-rays.
The exposure time of each image was 0.72 s, and a complete scan would
generate a total of 2500 images. The images were reconstructed by the
software of VG Studio Max 3.1. The typical pixel resolution of the XCT
tests was 6.7 μm. Because the attenuations of materials depend on the
interaction between X-rays and the components [65], it is possible to
resolve the 3D structure of GNP agglomerations in cement matrix.
Fig. 2. Dispersion of GNPs in water and cement solution: (a) sedimentation of GNPs
ID0 and D0, (c) microscopic images of GNP suspensions at different magnifications,
middle, and lower layers of I0, ID0 and D0 samples.

4

2.3.6. Mercury intrusion porosimetry
Small HCP segments (10 � 10 � 10 mm3) cut from cast cubes were

adopted for mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) tests in a device of
Autopore IV 9510 (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, USA). The
intrusion pressure was performed progressively from 0.5 psi to 60000 psi
with an equilibrium time of 10 s. The surface tension of mercury and the
mercury-pore wall contact angle were assumed as 0.485 N/m and 130�,
respectively. According to the Washburn equation, the minimum and
maximum pore sizes of around 3 nm and 360 μm were obtained [66].

2.3.7. Chemical tests
Powder samples with a size smaller than 75 μm were milled for

chemical tests. TG/DTG tests were conducted in an apparatus of TGA/
DSC3þ (ETTLER TOLEDO, Switzerland). During testing, the cement
powders (~10 mg) were loaded in the alumina crucible of the device,
later, the rise of temperature from 50 �C to 1000 �C at the rate of 10 �C/
min was set to heat the sample. To preserve the possible contamination of
the sample by the air, a nitrogen flow of 100 ml/min was applied.

FTIR tests were conducted in a device of Nicolet5700 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Co., USA). Free-sample FTIR scans ran before formal tests to
filtrate possible noise signals. Later, the HCP samples were scanned by
the FTIR device from 4000 to 400 cm�1 in the resolution of 2 cm�1.
in different suspensions prepared by three stirring methods, (b) PSD curve of I0,
(d) statistic particle sizes of GNPs, and (e) particle sizes of GNPs in the upper,
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XRD tests were performed using the equipment of Bruker (Germany)
D8 ADVANCE X-Ray diffractometer. The goniometer speed of 0.02�/s
was chosen in the scattering ranges from 5� to 70�. The X-ray source used
was the K-α line of copper radiation (k ¼ 1.54056 Å). Peaks of the
minerals present in the sample have been identified using the software of
Jade 6.0.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. GNP dispersion

Fig. 2a shows the typical images of GNP sedimentation in different
suspensions with three stirring schemes. The settlement of GNP suspen-
sions was photographed and recorded per hour. The dispersion efficiency
of different stirring methods was determined by observing the color of
suspension and GNP sedimentation. Samples I0 and ID0 showed a lighter
color near the floats upon the suspension, but a darker color near the
bottom. For sample D0, even after 4 h’ settlement, the color of the sus-
pension was uniform, which suggests that the GNPs have been stably and
homogeneously dispersed in the solution. Moreover, the precipitations of
GNP particles in the cement solution were essentially severer than those
in the distilled water (Fig. 2a). Those testified that the presents of ions
dissolved from cement clinkers may break the balance of complex
physical and (electro)chemical interactions between GNPs, which
therefore deteriorates the dispersion stability [27].

In the PSD diagram (Fig. 2b), the peak size of I0 was 44 μmwhile that
of D0 was 21 μm. This indicates that the GNP sedimentation in D0 (direct
ultrasonic stirrings) was less than I0 (indirect ultrasonic stirrings). The
stability and uniformity of GNPs in water stirred by three stirring
methods were further evaluated through optical microscopic observation
Fig. 3. UV-Vis data: (a) absorbance spectra of GNP suspensions prepared by differen
(inset panel), (b) absorbance of GNP suspension after DU treatment under the ultravio
ultrasonic time under the ultraviolet wavelength of 600 nm, (d) absorbance spectra
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and imaging analysis. The upper, middle and lower layers of the GNP
suspensions after 4-h's sedimentation were dropped on a glass slide to
conduct microscopic observation. Fig. 2c shows the images with different
magnifications ( � 50, � 20, � 10 and � 5). The black part with metallic
luster in the pictures represents GNP particles. The upper, middle and
lower layers of I0 possessed different characteristics than those of ID0
and D0. Fewer GNPs were observed in the upper layer while a large
number of GNPs precipitated in the lower layer. The agglomeration of
GNPs can be observed at higher magnifications, indicating that after
ultrasonication, there were still severe GNP agglomerations in the sus-
pension. For ID0, the reduction of graphene sheets in the lower layer can
be observed ( � 5), but some large GNP agglomerations were observed
under a higher magnification ( � 50). For D0, it can be observed that the
size and distribution of GNPs in the upper, middle and lower layers did
not show much difference under � 5, indicating that the DU method can
effectively improve the uniformity and stability of GNP dispersion in an
aqueous solution [36,67].

Fig. 2d shows the statistic plots of GNPs' PSD under different stirring
methods. Clearly, the GNPs' particle sizes of ID0 and D0 were smaller
than that of I0. Fig. 2e shows the results of GNPs’ particle size on the
upper, middle and lower layers of each sample. Clearly, for I0, the large
GNP particle size differences could be observed among the layers, indi-
cating severe agglomerations and sedimentation [42,68]. For the I0
upper layer solution, the particles below 100 μm accounted for 98%,
while in the middle and lower layers, they decreased by 7% and 14%,
respectively. The maximum particle size of the lower layer solution was
532 μm. For the upper solution of ID0, the particles below 100 accounted
for 91%, and the differences from those in the middle layer and the lower
layer were 10% and 3%, respectively. The maximum particle size of the
lower solution was 261 μm. For the top solution of D0, the proportion of
t stirring methods under the ultraviolet wavelength of 190-900 and 600-700 nm
let wavelength of 600-700 nm, (c) absorbance of GNP suspension after different
of GNP suspensions under different sedimentation time.
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the particles smaller than 100 μm was 99%, and the differences from the
middle and lower layers showed the particle size differences by 9% and
14% respectively. The maximum particle size of the lower layer solution
was 278 μm. The results indicate that DUwould significantly improve the
dispersion efficiency of GNPs in water.

Fig. 3a shows the absorbance spectra of GNP suspensions with and
without cement prepared by different ultrasonic stirring methods (I0,
ID0, D0, IC, IDC and DC). It can be observed that the spectra of all the
suspensions showed a rapid increase in absorbance up to 230 nm, cor-
responding to the carbon structure in carbon nanomaterials [69]. The
wavelength region with stable absorption spectrum (600 nm to 700 nm)
was selected to compare the absorbance of six groups of samples.
Generally, a higher absorbance means a better dispersion of different
suspensions, because the agglomerated and precipitated particles in
segregated suspensions have poor performance to absorb light. There-
fore, the data of Fig. 3a again evidenced the augmentation of the uni-
formity and stability of GNPs in liquid with DU.

To study the effect of ultrasonic time on the dispersion of GNP sus-
pension, different ultrasonic durations (10, 20, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min)
were set for the DU method (Fig. 3b and c). Fig. 3b shows that the
absorbance of GNP suspension after the DU treatment increased with the
increase of sonication time. The changes of the absorbance at a wave-
length of 600 nm with ultrasonic time and the images of the GNP sus-
pensions are shown in Fig. 3c. During the first 60 min, the absorbance
gradually increased with the increase of sonication time by 0.37. Within
60-120 min, the absorbance increased by 0.073. The observations indi-
cate that the sonication time affected the uniformity of GNP dispersion in
solution in the first 60 min. The findings are in good agreement with the
data reported in the literature [41,70].

Fig. 3d shows the absorbance spectra of GNP suspensions under
different sedimentation time. It was observed that the absorbance of all
GNP suspensions at the beginning of measurement decreased with time
because of agglomerations of the GNP particles. For example, the
absorbance of I0 decreased by 0.076 in 0-10 min and 0.024 in 10-20 min.
As for D0, the absorbance decreased by 0.061 in 0-10 min and 0.029 in
Fig. 4. Mechanisms of GNP dispersion with atomization: (a) schematic illustration of
(middle), and PSD of the atomized droplets (right), (b) schematic demonstration o
cement paste.
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10-20 min. It seems that the cement pore solution would cause a faster
decrease of the absorbance with time. For example, the sample of DC
showed a rapid decrease of absorbance from 0.51 to 0.35 in 20 min
(Fig. 3d). This evidenced that the CPS can enhance the agglomeration of
carbon nanoparticles [55].

3.2. Atomization characteristics

The atomization process enables generating extremely fine liquid
drops containing GNP particles. Due to the small size of the atomized
droplets, the agglomeration of GNPs should be greatly mitigated. To
clarify the mechanisms of the improved GNP dispersion, the nano-
atomized droplets were measured (Fig. 4a). Microscopic images
showed that over 90% of the droplets had the size less than 300 μm, and
55% of them were between 50 and 150 μm. Statistic results displayed
that the atomization allowed formation of small droplets with the
average size of ~100 μm that contain GNPs (Fig. 4a). In this condition,
the GNPs cannot be larger than the droplets, so the GNPs' agglomerations
were greatly avoided.

The dispersion of GNP sheets in the dry cement particles and hard-
ened cement paste was illustrated in Fig. 4b based on the main findings
discussed above. During the atomization mixing, the significant ag-
glomerations of GNP sheets were avoided due to the atomization.
Meanwhile, the oxygen functional groups exposed on the basal plane and
on the edges of the nanosheets may further separate them [71]. Parceling
GNP sheets in droplets and mixing them with cement particles not only
have benefits to the dispersion of GNPs, but also improve the physical
attachment of GNPs on cement particles during mixing. As a result, GNPs
can be successfully isolated by the cement particles to achieve enhanced
dispersion in the dry cement matrix. At the macro scale, those GNPs may
act as reinforcements, so the compressive strength can be greatly raised;
at the micro scale, the functional groups on the surface of GNP sheets
would yield the stronger interactions with cement hydrates. Detailed
discussions are presented in the following sections.
atomizing process (left), a selected microscopic picture of the atomized droplets
f the dispersion of droplets with GNPs in dry cement particles and hardened
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3.3. Compression strength

Fig. 5a displays the stress-strain curves of HCP composites with six
different GNP contents (0%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5% and 1.0%) under
the hybrid ultrasonic stirring and atomization mixing (A-D group). The
stress-strain curves showed similar shapes, suggesting that all the mate-
rials followed the same failure mechanisms under the compression loads.
The peak strength was identified as compressive strength. It increased
first and then decreased with increasing the GNP content. Specifically, as
the GNP dosage increased from 0 to 0.3%, and to 1%, the compressive
strength increased from 54.2 MPa to 83.5 MPa (by 54%), but decreased
slightly to 54.1 MPa. The sample with 0.3% GNPs showed the highest
compressive strength. This result was consistent with the data docu-
mented elsewhere [36].

The compressive strength and relative improvement of six CM groups
(with 0.3% GNPs) compared with the blank one (0% GNPs) are shown in
Fig. 5b and c. Clearly, all the CM samples with 0.3% GNPs possessed
promotions in compressive strength in different extents. In addition,
further characteristics can be observed. First, the strength of the GNP-
modified CMs prepared by the atomization mixing was significantly
higher than those prepared by the ordinary mixing method. Second,
apparently, the increase of the DU duration promoted the compressive
strength for both the traditional and atomization mixing methods
(Fig. 5b). Our data showed the A-D sample had the highest compressive
strength up to 83.5 MPa, 54% higher than the reference one (Fig. 5c).
Fig. 5d compared the relative strength enhancements of GNP-modified
CMs in this work and other studies [15,17,20,25,26]. It can be found
that the average compressive strength promotion was approaching 10%,
while our optimal sample was almost 5 times higher. The data indeed
Fig. 5. Mechanical properties of nano engineered CM: (a) Compressive stress-strain
and 1.0%) with the A-D approach, (b) compressive strength of six HCP groups, (c) per
comparison of strength rise ratio between our data and those in the literature [15,1
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evidenced that the hybrid DU and atomization approach can greatly
improve the compressive strength of cement composites with GNPs.

3.4. Micro morphology

SEM images of the GNP-modified cement composites with the fabri-
cation methods of D-I, D-ID, D-D, A-I, A-ID and A-D are selectively dis-
played in Fig. 6. Clearly, the traditional direct mixing method would
cause the wrinkled agglomerations of GNPs in the cement matrix (sam-
ples D-I and D-ID; see Fig. 6a and b). The longtime direct ultrasonic
dispersion mitigated the agglomerations (sample D-D; see Fig. 6c).

When the atomization mixing was used, small agglomerations with
several layers of GNP emerged in sample A-I (Fig. 6d), and mono-layered
GNPs can be observed in samples A-ID and A-D (Fig. 6e and f). It can be
figured out that the graphene sheets in the A-D sample were much
smaller than those observed in other cases. The monolayer dispersion of
thin graphene nanosheets in cement matrix certainly accounted for the
greatest strength gains as observed in Fig. 5. Based on the data of me-
chanical properties (Fig. 5) and micro morphology (Fig. 6), the specific
GNP agglomerations, pore structure and chemical analyses were con-
ducted to the samples A-D and D-I, respectively, for comparison.

3.5. Characterization of agglomerations

GNP agglomerations and large pores (and/or air voids) in the GNP-
modified CMs (samples A-D and D-I) were characterized by XCT
(Fig. 7a). Generally, the gray values of XCT images are sensitive to the
density of the phase tested, therefore, GNPs and pores with low densities
can be identified accordingly [65]. As an example, Fig. 7b illustrates the
curves of the HCPs with GNPs at different dosages (0, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5%
centage increase of compressive strength relative to the sample without GNP, (d)
7,20,25,26].



Fig. 6. SEM images of CMs with different mixing approaches: (a) direct mixing þ indirect ultrasonic stirring (D-I), (b) direct mixing þ combined ultrasonic stirring (D-
ID), (c) direct mixing þ direct ultrasonic stirring (D-D), (d) atomization mixing þ indirect ultrasonic stirring (A-I), (e) atomization mixing þ combined ultrasonic
stirring (A-ID) and (f) atomization mixing þ direct ultrasonic stirring (A-D).
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gray value distribution histograms of sample A-D. The low gray values
denote the low density phases that can be GNP agglomerations and pores,
while the high gray values represent the high density phases that contain
anhydrous cement clinkers and cement hydrations. Fig. 7c comparatively
shows the cumulative volumes (containing both big pores and GNP
clusters) for samples A-D and D-I. Obviously, the cumulative volumes of
the low density phase of sample A-D were much smaller than those of
sample D-I.

Elaborate analyses were performed to the selected regions of interest
(ROIs). However, it is difficult to distinguish between the voids and GNP
agglomerations with the gray value threshold, because they almost
possessed the similar gray values. Therefore a further threshold method
based on the geometric characteristics of the objects was used [72]. Here,
the parameters of sphericity and compactness were employed. The
sphericity of a pore is measured as the ratio of an ideal sphere's surface
area (Asph) to this pore (Ap) with the same volume (sphericity¼ Asph/Ap),
and the compactness is denoted as the ratio of the pore's volume (Vp) to
its circumscribed sphere (Vsph) (compactness ¼ Vp/Vsph) [73]. Both the
sphericity and compactness measure the deviation extents of a pore body
from an ideal sphere with the values between 0 and 1. A higher value of
sphericity or compactness suggests the closer of the pore to the ideal
sphere. Here the sphericity of 0-0.4 and compactness of 0-0.15 were set
to identify GNP agglomerations (more information of the sets can be
found in the supporting information Figs. S2 and S3).

2D and 3D CT images of the low density phases (including GNPs and
pores) were representatively demonstrated in Fig. 7d and e. In sample D-
I, many large regular and irregular objects were probed, which may be
the GNP agglomeration clusters (Fig. 7f) and the entrapped air voids
(Fig. 7g). Those irregular GNP agglomerations were consistent with the
SEM characteristic results (Fig. 6a). Note that while the resolved air void
approached a sphere, its surface was quite rough. Similar observations of
air voids in CMs were reported elsewhere [65,74]. Different from the
observations of sample D-I, less and small-sized platelet-like phases were
found in the matrix of sample A-D (Fig. 7f) and the GNP agglomerations
were much smaller (Fig. 7h). On the whole, sample A-D showed themuch
less GNP agglomerations in the CM matrix than sample D-I.
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3.6. Pore structure

MIP was used for pore structure characterization. Generally, the pits,
cavities and gaps (or size over 10 μm) on the surfaces of samples are first
filled by mercury under relatively low applied pressures; later the
capillary pores and gel pores formed by the growth of calcium-silicate-
hydrates (CSH) are progressively occupied by mercury drops with
small menisci. The progressive penetration process of MIP test enables
understanding of how pores are connected to form percolation [65].
Fig. 8 shows the accumulative pore size distributions (APSDs) and dif-
ferential pore size distributions (DPSDs) curves of samples A-D and D-I.
Mercury first rises slightly at the beginning stage of mercury intrusion at
relatively low pressures (corresponding to pore size over 100 μm). The
mercury accumulations by surface irregularities that consist of voids,
cracks, cavities and grain gaps can be termed as the surface conformance
effect [75]. In this stage, very minor volumes of the pores over 50 nm
were detected, so the spectra were not demonstrated in the figure. Two
main peaks (14 nm and 21 nm) appeared in the DPSD curves of both D-I
and A-D samples (Fig. 8a). Those could be the space between the packed
calcium-silicate-hydrate (CSH) gels and/or the gaps between CSH par-
ticles and GNP sheets. Both pore peak intensities and APSD spectra in-
tensities of D-I were higher than those of A-D (Fig. 8b), suggesting that
the A-D method would cause denser CSH compactness and less GNP
agglomerations. As a result, the total porosity decreased from 0.143 (D-I
sample) to 0.113 (A-D sample) by 21% and the density increased from
1.883 g/cm3 (D-I sample) to 2.045 g/cm3 (A-D sample) by 8.6%,
respectively. The pore data strongly evidenced that the hybrid ultrasonic
stirring and atomization approach can efficiently eliminate the pores in
cement matrix as well as the defects between cement hydrates and GNP
sheets. The results of MIP are also in line with those of SEM and XCT
(Figs. 6 and 7).
3.7. Chemical outcomes

Results of chemical tests for samples D-I, A-D and Ref. are displayed in
Fig. 9. TG/DTG spectra for these samples cured for 1d and 28d are shown



Fig. 7. XCT tests and results of samples A-D and D-I: (a) XCT scans of a sample, (b) phase recognition with gray value threshold of sample A-D, (c) comparative plots of
cumulative porosity; phase reconstruction of (d) sample D-I and (e) sample A-D, as well as the local structure of (f) large GNP agglomeration clusters in sample D-I, (g)
a big void in sample D-I, and (h) very small GNP agglomeration in sample A-D.
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in Fig. 9a and b. Three obvious mass-loss phases were identified in the
figure. The mass loss below 150 �C is caused by the desorption/evapo-
ration of the water that has been initially and physically confined in thin
pores (and/or bonded with pore walls) and the dehydration of some
crystals such as ettringite and gypsum [76]. The second obvious mass loss
that occurred at around 450 �C represents the decomposition of CH,
which accounts for nearly 6% of the total mass, so a sharp downward
peak in the DTG spectra was observed. The mass loss peak at around 625
�C is assigned to the decomposition of calcium carbonate that may be
caused by the carbonation of cement hydrates under ambient environ-
ments [14].

As can be seen in Fig. 9a and b, the TG curves of the three samples
almost were superimposed together, suggesting that they possessed no
great differences in hydration products at 1 d. At 28, however, the mass
losses were greatly increased due to the continual hydration of cement
clinkers. The extents of mass loss ascended in order of samples Ref., D-I
9

and A-D. This implied that regardless of the mixing methods, the incor-
poration of GNPs or other CNAs into cement can always enhance cement
hydration [77]. The TG/DTG data testified that the A-D scheme had the
largest impacts on cement hydration.

Fig. 9c shows the FTIR spectra of the GNP-modified CM samples. The
band around 3645 cm-1 indicates the vibrations of -OH in CH, while the
broad peak at 3440 cm-1 denotes the stretching vibration of -OH in free or
confined water [78]. The peak at 1600 cm-1 represents the vibrations of
H-O-H bend from the physically absorbed and confined water. It also
shows the characteristic peak of C-O stretching from CaCO3 at 1450 cm�1

[79]. The peaks around 1000 cm-1 indicate the stretching vibrations of
Si-O in CSH. It seems that the Si-O stretching vibrations in sample A-D
were higher than those in samples D-I and Ref., again, suggesting that the
proposed hybrid ultrasonic stirring and atomization mixing scheme can
enhance cement hydration. Similar findings were reported elsewhere
[80].



Fig. 8. MIP pore structure: (a) DPSDs and (b) APSDs curves of samples D-I and
A-D.
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Fig. 9d shows the XRD patterns of the GNP-modified CM samples.
Several representative hydration phases, i.e., CH, ettringite (Aft), and
anhydrous phases such as Alite and Belite can be depicted in the samples
according to their XRD characteristics [81]. The hydration products
showed higher XRD characteristic peak intensities, while the anhydrous
Fig. 9. Chemical outcomes: (a) DTG and (b) TG spectra, (c) FTIR spectra a
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phases displayed lower ones for the samples with longer curing ages
(Fig. 9d). This evidenced the continual consumption of the anhydrous
clinkers and the formation of the hydration products with time [82]. At
the same curing age, the intensity of CH and AFt of D-I and A-D were
higher than those in the Ref. sample, again evidencing the acceleration
effect of GNPs on cement hydration [83]. The hydration acceleration
effect of GNPs as well as other CNAs may involve both physical and
chemical issues. On one hand, the nano sized GNPs can fill the space
between cement particles, and their high surface areas can provide
additional sites for the nucleation of hydration products [65]. On the
other hand, the functional groups on GNPs may adsorb Ca2þ, which
would be beneficial to the dissolution of cement clinkers [83].

Overall, the chemical outcomes from TG/DTG, FTIR and XRD tests
proved that: 1) incorporation of nano materials like GNPs into cement
can always promote cement hydration regardless of the stirring and
mixing schemes, and 2) the atomization approach (A-D) had the largest
acceleration effect on cement hydration. The chemical outcomes (Fig. 9)
together with the results of microstructure, GNP agglomeration, and pore
structure (Figs. 6–8) evidently proved the densest material compactness
and highest compressive strength promotion of GNPs modified CMs
(Fig. 5) fabricated with the proposed atomization dispersion approach.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we developed a simple dispersion approach by inte-
grating ultrasonication and atomization in a home-made automatic de-
vices. Microscopy and UV-Vis tests showed that the direct ultrasonic
stirrings can efficiently disperse GNPs and maintain the dispersion status.
The atomization process generated massive small droplets with a char-
acteristic size around 100 μm, which prevents the GNPs from serious
agglomerations. Tests on the GNP-modified CMs demonstrated that
monolayer GNP sheets were observed in the materials with the A-D
approach, while severe agglomerations occurred in the materials with
the ordinary mixing process. At the optimal GNP dosage (0.3 wt% to
nd (d) XRD patterns of the Ref., D-I, and A-D samples at 1 d and 28 d.
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cement), the compressive strength of the A-D sample was raised by 54%
when compared with the Ref. sample, much higher than the data docu-
mented. Large GNP agglomeration clusters were detected by XCT for the
sample without the A-D approach. The total porosity of the A-D sample
was 21% lower than that of the D-I sample. Furthermore, the A-D
appraoch also accelerated cement hydration according to the chemical
tests results, ascribed to the filling effects and the excess surface areas for
nucleation. In light of all the findings in this study, the hybrid ultrasonic
stirring and atomization approach offers an effective method to disperse
GNPs and other nano fillers into engineering materials. In industrializa-
tion aspects, the devices for atomization and ultrasonication are highly
available and rather cheap, it thus can be expected that this approach can
be easily employed industrial utilization without large R&D costs.
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